Policy IM2 Shudrick Lane, Ilminster
Use: Residential

No.: 220 Dwellings

Open fields straddling Shrudrick Stream south of Townsend in the east of Ilminster. Townsend is a ribbon
development to the east of the Medieval core and contains attractive (mainly domestic) dwellings from the
17th to 19th centuries interspersed with modern infill. The western end of Townsend forms part of Ilminster
Conservation Area.
Much of the site was formerly in use as domestic orchards which were cleared into agricultural fields by the
late 20th century. The northern part of IM2 extends over part the Ilminster Area of High Archaeological
Potential.
Views back towards the site from within Ilminster Conservation Area are generally limited by the Townsend
frontage and the slope down to the valley, and at Love Lane and Shudrick Lane by modern development.
However, where views are available, the Valley sides, particularly the slopes of Pretwood Hill, make a strong
contribution to the semi-rural character of the buildings, and contribute positively to aesthetic value. There
are also attractive private views from the properties south of Townsend. A footpath runs through the site
from Shudrick Lane to Long Orchard Hill, providing public views to the backs of Townsend and Love Lane as
well as glimpses of the parish church of St Mary.

Fig. IM2.1: [Above] Site location (source: Google Earth), 2020

Fig. IM2.2: [Left] A view from the public footpath looking over the IM2 site to the conservation area on the left
Fig. IM2.3 [Right] A view from Townsend Road onto the site through a proposed access point

Fig. IM2.4: [Above] Tithe Map of c1840 with the IM2 site outlined
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Fig. IM2.5: Above Ground Heritage Assets which are likely to be affected, and key views

Affected Assets
1. Parish Church of St. Mary
2. 17 Love Lane
3. Numbers 2 and 3 Bay Hill and
attached railings, gate piers
and gates
4. Bay House
5. Former White Horse Public
House and wall attached to
the left
6. Cottage to the rear of Number
14
7. 22 Townsend
8. Ilminster Conservation Area
Sensitive Views:
A. West along Townsend Road
(see Fig. IM2.7)
B. South to Shudrick Valley from
Dillington Park Drive (see Fig.
IM2.8)
C. West towards Parish Church
of St Mary (see Fig. IM2.9)
D. North east towards rear of 22
Townsend (see Fig. IM2.10)
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Fig. IM2.6: Below Ground Heritage Assets
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Above Ground Heritage Assets
Asset
Description
1. Parish
Church St.
Mary
Grade I
LEN 1208692
2. 17 Love
Lane
Grade II
LEN 1293294
3. Nos. 2 and
3 and
attached
railings, gates
and gate
piers, Bay Hill
Grade II*
LEN 1195064
4. Bay House
Grade II
LEN 1195027

5. Former
White Horse
Public House
and attached
wall to the left
Grade II
LEN 1195028

History

Significance

Setting Contribution

Allocated site’s contribution to
significance

Late Medieval parish
church, formerly a
minster, of Ham Hill and
Moolham Stone.
Cruciform plan with
castellated tower.
Late 17th century
dwelling house made of
limestone rubble and
plain concrete tiles.
A pair of two-storey
lodges with attached
gates, gate piers and
railings built in the
Gothic style demarcating
the entrance the
Dillington Estate.

Built in the 15th century
and refurbished by
William Burgess in 1825.

Architectural. Medieval
and neo-Gothic design.
Historic. Medieval
settlement hub and
skyline centrepiece.

Rural views reveal its significance
as the settlement’s defining
landmark.

Built in the 17th century
with some 19th and 20th
century alteration.

Architectural. Vernacular
construction.

Group value with
surrounding historic core.
Rural views reveal its
significance as the
settlement’s defining
landmark.
Group value with
surrounding historic
structures on Love Lane.

Built in 1837, likely built
by Sir James
Pennethorne who was
occupant of Dillington
House at the time.

Architectural. Neo-Gothic
design.
Historic. Illustrates the
historic extent and
grandeur of the estate.

Associated with cluster of
assets at Dillington House.

Rural backdrop contributes to
semi-rural character and
aesthetic value.

A vernacular, two-storey
guesthouse, with a wing
on the left of the
building. Built in an Eshape plan in Ham Stone
ashlar.
A pair of two-storey
houses, one with the
original signage of the
White Horse over the
front door.

Built in 1840 as a
residential house
although altered in 1880
to include a wing on the
left.

Architectural. Vernacular
construction.
Aesthetic. Attractive
landmark in views from
the public footpath across
the site.
Architectural. 17th century
and early 19th century
construction.

Agricultural and valley
setting contributes to
aesthetic value in views
from Townsend and private
views, and in views from the
valley.
Part of the loose historic
frontage at Bay Hill.

Agricultural and valley setting
contributes to aesthetic value in
views from Townsend and private
views, and in views from the
valley.

Originally a public house,
built in the 17th century.
It was refronted in the
19th century and
extended in the 20th.

Rural backdrop contributes to
semi-rural character and
aesthetic value.

Agricultural and valley setting
contributes to aesthetic value in
views from Townsend and private
views.
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Above Ground Heritage Assets
Asset
Description
6. Cottage to
the rear of No.
14
Grade II
LEN 1292914
7. 22
Townsend
Grade II
LEN 1195191

8. Ilminster
Conservation
Area

A derelict building
holding evidence of a
thatched roof and
limestone rubble with an
entrance in the gable
end.
Two-storey house,
formerly three cottages.
Built of rough ashlar and
limestone rubble with
attractive detailing
including hood-moulded
and mullioned windows
and stepped brick
chimneys.
Originally designated
1973, covering the Saxon
and Medieval core
together with the later
linear development east
west from West Street
to Bay Hill.

History

Significance

Setting Contribution

Allocated site’s contribution to
significance

Originally a cottage built
in the 18th century but in
disuse and disrepair.
Remaining elements
indicate the building’s
material.
Originally three
residential cottages built
in the 17th century.
Extensions were added
in the 18th century and
eventually, in the mid1970’s, the properties
were combined to
become one house.
Saxon monastic
settlement associated
with Muchelney Abbey,
then a prosperous
Medieval market town.
Centre of cloth and ropemaking between the 16th
and 19th centuries.

Architectural. 18th century
construction.

Agricultural setting
contributes to aesthetic
value.

Agricultural setting contributes to
historic and aesthetic value.

Architectural. Attractive
example of vernacular
design and detailing.
Historic. Example of
modest dwelling at the
outskirts of Ilminster.

Semi-rural setting
contributes to historic and
aesthetic value.

Semi-rural setting contributes to
historic and aesthetic value. Part
of the allocated site was possibly
once in agricultural use as part of
a single ownership with No. 22
Townsend – possible functional
relationship.

Tight urban grain around
the marketplace.
Townsend has a more
rural character defined by
loose groupings of one
and two-storey buildings
with gardens extending
towards the Shudrick
Valley.
Widespread use of local
Moolham Marlstone and
high-quality ashlar. St
Mary’s church tower is
visible rising above the
town.

The skyline of Pretwood,
Lister and Herne hills
provide strong visual
containment. Sloping
topography allows views
south across Shudrick Valley
to Pretwood Hill from the
buildings and from the
streets between the
buildings.
The parish church tower is
visible from Shudrick Valley.

Open land defines historic
settlement structure. Static and
dynamic views of Shudrick Valley,
including from private views to
the rear of 22 Townsend,
contribute strongly to aesthetic
value.
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Archaeological Potential
• The northern part of IM2 extends over part the Ilminster Area of High Archaeological potential (AHAP).
• IM2 has already been evaluated archaeologically through geophysical survey and trial trenching which revealed a possible Roman settlement and a possible
Iron Age enclosure in the south west and south of the red line boundary respectively.
• Possible Medieval activity in northern part of the site where it crosses the AHAP.
• Evidence for the Roman and Iron Age settlements is inconclusive despite evaluation work and therefore likely to be of only local significance.
• Suitable to progress to allocation but requiring archaeological assessment through planning process.
Impact Assessment
Sensitivities
• Visual impact on No. 22 Townsend – urbanisation of its currently semi-rural setting and impact on prominence in the street scene in views
west along Townsend (View A).
• Obstruction of public views to the backs of historic properties at Townsend and to the parish church of St Mary.
• Increased traffic and noise along Townsend – a quiet and relatively narrow approach.
Harm
• Urbanisation of views south from Townsend from the historic properties and between buildings and erosion of rural hinterland to the
Conservation Area through urbanisation and light-spill.
• Erosion of settlement structure and historic interface with rural setting.
Mitigation /
• Adopt a landscape and heritage-led masterplan which seeks to minimise the visual impact of urbanisation of the valley, including buffers behind
enhancement
Townsend and greenspace at Prets Hill.
• Incorporate a generous area of green space around Shudrick Stream to preserve a sense of the currently rural edge to the town and create new
views or vistas to historic buildings on Townsend and of the parish church of St Mary.
• Build to a traditional scale with a clear design response to and aesthetic compatibility with the vernacular buildings at Townsend.
• Planning application to be accompanied by archaeological assessment.
Policy Recommendations
Development should:
1. Adopt a heritage and landscape-led masterplan designed to minimise the visual impact of urbanisation on Shudrick Valley, informed by digital terrain mapping
and comprehensive analysis of views.
2. Incorporate a layout and public spaces which allow framed or panoramic views of assets south of Townsend and to the parish church of St Mary.
3. Incorporate a green buffer or screening to the rear of Townsend to mitigate the impact of urbanisation.
4. Be of a traditional scale and height – around two storeys.
5. Adopt an architectural style which complements the modest vernacular and neo-Classical cluster along Townsend and complements the prevalent use of
limestone rubble and Ham Stone.
6. Incorporate detailed design measures to minimise light spill.
7. Be accompanied by an archaeological assessment.
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Sensitive Views
Fig. IM2.7: View A: West along Townsend Road

Fig. IM2.8: View B: South to Shudrick Valley from Dillington Park Drive
(Source: Ilminster Conservation Area Appraisal 2016)

Fig. IM2.9: View C: West towards Parish Church of St Mary

Fig. IM2.10: View D: North east towards rear of Townsend
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